
Suicide Warning Signs

meone you know exhibits several of the suicide warning signs listed below,
ction is required.

Suicide arning Signs:

II> Ap caring depressed or sad most of the time.
CU. reated depression is the number one cause for suicide.)

& Ta ring or writing about death or suicide.
Cl Wit drawing from family and friends.
e Fee ing hopeless.
o Fee ing helpless.
e Fee ing strong anger or rage.
G Feeing trapped -- like there is no way out of a situation.
&' Ex eriencing dramatic mood changes.
I>! Ab sing drugs or alcohol.
•• Exhibitinz a change in personality.u u •

e Act ing impulsively.
'" Lo ing interest in most activities.
€I Ex- eriencing a change in sleeping habits.
t'i Ex eriencing a change in eating habits.
e La ing interest in most activities.
•• Per orming poorly at work or in school.
$ Giv ing away prized possessions.
C!> Wr ting a will.
•• Fe ling excessive guilt or shame.
~ Aci ing recklessly.

It should b noted that some people who die by suicide do not show any suicide warning
signs.
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5 percent of those who die by suicide do exhibit some suicide warning signs,
to be aware of what the suicide warning signs are and try to spot them in
e do see someone exhibiting suicide warning signs, we need to do everything
to help them.

Always t ' e suicide warning signs seriously.



Barbour County Suicide Prevention Plan

(I> ually train faculty and staff on suicide prevention
* duct classroom guidance activities related to suicide prevention:

elf-esteem
. rug awareness
self-control
.io1ence prevention
ullying

anger management
interpersonal relationships
other

" Co selor or administrator will do the following:
1. Ask the youth directly if he or she is thinking about suicide. If the student

indicates suicidal thoughts, counselor or administrator will continue with steps
2-5.

2. Provide constant supervision. Do not leave the youth alone.
3. Remove means for self-harm.
4. Notify the parent and give appropriate referral information
5. Have student sign a No Suicide Contract.
6. Give the student a copy of contract and maintain a copy on file.

@ M itor student upon return to school


